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ABSTRACT: The kinetic solvent isotope eﬀect (KSIE) is typically utilized in
environmental photochemistry to elucidate whether a compound is susceptible to
photooxidation by singlet oxygen (1O2), due to its known diﬀerence in lifetime in
water (H2O) versus heavy water (D2O). Here, the overall indirect photodegradation
rates of diarylamines in the presence of dissolved organic matter (DOM) were
enhanced in D2O to a greater extent than expected based on their reactivity with
1
O2. For each diarylamine, the relative contribution of reaction with 1O2 to the
observed KSIE was determined from high resolution data of 1O2 lifetimes by timeresolved infrared luminescence spectroscopy. The additional enhancement in D2O
beyond reaction with 1O2 contributed signiﬁcantly to the observed KSIE for
diarylamines (8−65%) and diclofenac (100%). The enhancement was ascribed to
slower reduction of transient radical species of the diarylamines due to H/D
exchange at DOM’s phenolic antioxidant moieties. A slower second-order reaction
rate constant with a model antioxidant was veriﬁed for mefenamic acid radicals using transient absorption spectroscopy.
Changes in lifetime and reactivity with triplet sensitizers were not responsible for the additional KSIE. Other pollutants with
quenchable radical intermediates may also be susceptible to such an additional KSIE, which has to be considered when using
the KSIE as a diagnostic tool.

■

The major deactivation pathway of 1O2 results from energy
transfer to the solvent, and a KSIE for 1O2 results from a longer
1
O2 lifetime in D2O (67 μs)21 versus H2O (3.6 μs).22 The
vibrational frequencies of H2O align with the electronically
excited energy of 1O2 causing an eﬃcient deactivation by
transferring the correct quanta of energy. In D2O, the
vibrational frequencies are shifted, the energy transfer from
1
O2 becomes less eﬃcient, and solvent deactivation slows
down (kd1O2 in Figure 1A).23 As a consequence, in D2O
steady-state concentrations of 1O2 are higher, while the
bimolecular reaction rate constants of 1O2 with compounds
of interest are generally not aﬀected.14
In photochemistry, the diagnostic test to evaluate the
reactivity of an organic pollutant with 1O2 relies on this 1O2speciﬁc KSIE. Therefore, the degradation rates of the
compound of interest are measured in aqueous samples
containing CDOM as a natural sensitizer, with and without
enrichment of D2O. The ratio of the rate constants in H2O
(unenriched) and in D2O-enriched samples presents the
observed KSIE, (KSIEobs), and is indicative of the contribution
of 1O2. The method requires, however, that neither the secondorder reaction rate constant of other oxidants with the

INTRODUCTION
Singlet oxygen (1O2) is a reactive oxygen species present in
sunlit surface waters at steady-state concentrations ranging
from 10−12 to 10−14 M.1−4 1O2 is formed through an energy
transfer reaction between ground state oxygen (3O2) and
photochemically produced excited triplet states of ubiquitous
chromophoric dissolved organic matter (CDOM). Energy
transfer to 3O2 occurs for most excited triplet states since the
required energy to promote 3O2 to 1O2 is low (ES = 94 kJ
mol−1).5−7 The major reaction pathways of singlet oxygen
include [2 + 2] and [2 + 4] cycloaddition, ene reactions, and
phenol and sulﬁde oxidation reactions.8 Thus, several organic
compounds can be oxidized by 1O2, including cyclic dienes,
polycyclic aromatic compounds, and heterocycles, as well as
oleﬁns containing allylic hydrogen atoms.9−11 Due to its
speciﬁc reactivity with chemical probes, e.g., furfuryl
alcohol,12−14 characterizing indirect photodegradation due to
1
O2 has become a standard technique in the environmental
photochemist’s toolbox. In addition, a kinetic solvent isotope
eﬀect (KSIE) has been relied upon as a diagnostic test to
identify the reactivity of organic compounds with 1O2.4,15−20
This KSIE manifests itself in an acceleration of the observed
degradation rate for a compound of interest when the solvent
is changed from H2O to D2O. While the mechanisms of the
KSIE for 1O2 are well understood, other photochemical
transformation pathways could have their own solvent isotope
eﬀects, and evidence for both is detailed below.
© 2018 American Chemical Society
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interest, an increase in the bond strength for isotopologues
with deuterium substitution results in higher dissociation
energies and potentially slower reactivity.26−28 Also, thermally
induced reorganization of the solvent for outer sphere electron
transfers can depend on solvent polarization, which determines
the free activation energy, and thereby the reaction rate.
Another reaction that could exhibit a KSIE is the reduction
of radical intermediates. Oxidation of several pollutants
proceeds through radical intermediates, as observed for direct
photochemical ionization reaction of tryptophan29 and triplet
sensitizer-mediated oxidation of anilines,30−32 sulfonamide
antibiotics,33 beta blockers,18 and various pesticides, including
chloroacetamide and phenylurea herbicides34 and ﬁnally
diarylamines35 that we focus on herein. Reactive intermediates
can be reduced back to parent compounds via an electron
transfer (ET) or a proton-coupled electron transfer (PCET)
pathway by a suitable reductant also termed antioxidant
hereafter. Phenolic moieties, known to be the major electron
donating groups in DOM, are able to reduce radical
intermediates and are readily susceptible to H/D exchange.30,33,35,36 Accordingly, if the eﬀectiveness for PCET of
an antioxidant is decreased in D2O (krantiox in Figure 1B), then
the observed decay rate of a compound of interest in the
presence of antioxidants would be enhanced in D2O.
The presented work investigates the overall KSIEobs for
photochemical reactions to elucidate the contribution of other
reaction pathways beyond 1O2. Several diarylamine-based
pharmaceuticals frequently detected in surface waters were
selected as test compounds because they not only undergo
oxidation by 1O2 but also react with excited triplet sensitizers
to form radical intermediates that can be reduced back to the
parent compound by a suitable antioxidant.35,37−40 First, the
KSIEobs was quantiﬁed for CDOM sensitized reactions in batch
steady-state photoexperiments. Next, the contribution of 1O2
to the KSIEobs was determined using high resolution data of
1
O2 lifetimes relative to D2O concentrations. Finally, the
additional non-singlet oxygen KSIE was examined for
contributions from other reaction pathways. Transient
absorption spectroscopy veriﬁed that an additional KSIE arises
from lower reactivity of phenolic antioxidants to reduce the
radical intermediate of the compound of interest.

Figure 1. Schematic illustrating the processes that were investigated
for a kinetic solvent isotope eﬀect (KSIE). Panel (A) Lifetimes of
oxidants: Excited triplet sensitizer (3sens*) and singlet oxygen (1O2).
The 3sens* is produced when a chromophoric organic compound
(i.e., sensitizer) absorbs a photon of light (hυ) and 1O2 is formed
when the 3sens* transfers energy to molecular oxygen (3O2). The
native lifetimes of the oxidants are inversely proportional to the
solvent deactivation rates (kd), which may be D2O sensitive, as known
for 1O2. The native lifetimes of oxidants are independent of the
compound of interest. Panel (B) Second-order reaction rate constants
with the compound of interest, i.e., substituted diarylamines. The
3
sens* reacts with diarylamines, producing a radical intermediate that
can oxidize further (k2). The radical intermediate can react with
phenolic antioxidant moieties via a (proton-coupled) electron transfer
(PCET) to regenerate the parent compound. H/D exchange with the
solvent by the phenolic antioxidant may aﬀect the second-order
quenching rate constant (krantiox) and exchange at reactive moieties of
the 3sens* or at the compound of interest may aﬀect the second-order
oxidation rate constants (kr3sens*).

■

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Materials and Solutions. Experiments were carried out in
buﬀer from potassium phosphate dibasic (Sigma-Aldrich,
≥98%) and potassium dihydrogen phosphate (Fluka,
≥99.5%). Aqueous solutions were prepared with ultrapure
water (>18 MΩ cm, Barnstead Nanopure Diamond system).
The following reagents were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich
and used as received: 3′-methoxyacetophenone (97%),
acetonitrile (HPLC grade), caﬀeic acid (≥98%), deuterium
chloride solution (35 wt % in D2O, 99 atom % D), diclofenac
sodium salt (≥98.5%), lumichrome, potassium deuteroxide
solution (40 wt % solution in D2O, 98+ atom% D), sesamol
(98%), sodium acetate trihydrate (≥99.0%), superoxide
dismutase from bovine erythrocytes (BioReagent ≥3,000
units/mg protein), and tolfenamic acid. Dry acetonitrile was
prepared using CaH2 and stored under argon. Flufenamic acid
(97%) was purchased from Acros Organics. Acetic acid
(≥99.8%) and mefenamic acid (≥98%) were obtained from
Fluka. Furfuryl alcohol (Merck, ≥ 98%) was distilled and kept
under argon to avoid oxidation until use. Acetonitrile-d3 (99
atom % D) and deuterium oxide (99.8 atom % D) were

compound of interest nor the oxidants’ steady-state concentrations change during D2O-enrichment. Consequently, the
method can be misleading for chemicals of interest that
participate in non-1O2 reactions that are D2O-sensitive.
Other D2O-sensitive reaction pathways may, however,
contribute to the KSIE, including oxidation reactions by
photochemically excited triplets and reduction reactions of
radical intermediates. The reaction with excited triplets may
show a KSIE if deactivation of the triplet by the solvent and
thereby the triplet steady-state concentration changes in D2O
(kd3sens* in Figure 1A), e.g., due to altered vibrational coupling
with the solvent, analogous to 1O2. For example, the triplet
lifetimes of methylene blue and substituted ruthenium(II)
bipyridyl complexes are longer in D2O versus H2O.24,25 In
addition the second-order reaction rate constant between
excited triplets and the compound of interest could change
depending on the solvent, which would also result in a KSIE
(kr3sens* in Figure 1B). Speciﬁcally, when the triplet mediated
oxidation involves hydrogen abstraction from the compound of
9909
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purchased from Armar Isotopes. Suwannee River Fulvic Acid
(2S101F) was purchased from the International Humic
Substance Society (IHSS, stock solutions at 85 mgCL−1 in
H2O and D2O, were kept frozen until use). AlphaGaz 1 Ar
(99.999% purity) and AlphaGaz 2 O2 (99.9995% purity) were
purchased from Carbagas AG.
Steady-State Photodegradation Experiments. The
KSIEobs during photochemical degradation was investigated
for ﬁve compounds, individually: diclofenac, mefenamic acid,
tolfenamic acid, meclofenamic acid, and ﬂufenamic acid.
Photochemical experiments were conducted under three
diﬀerent conditions: phosphate buﬀered solution, in the
presence of natural DOM, and in the presence of a model
sensitizer.
For tests with DOM, samples contained 5 μM of the
compound of interest, 10 mgCL−1 SRFA, and 40 μM FFA
buﬀered at pH/D 8 (phosphate buﬀer, 5 mM) in 0.81−0.94
(mole fraction, χ D2O) or 1.00 (χ H2O) (natural abundance of
D2O approximately 0.015%).41 The exact fraction of D2O was
assessed with the FFA probe (see data in SI, Table S1).
Samples were irradiated in open borosilicate test tubes with
enhanced UVA light (12 bulbs, centered at 365 nm) on a
turntable in a Rayonet photoreactor (Southern New England
Ultraviolet Company, Branford, USA) with a polymer heat/
bandpass ﬁlter situated between the lamps and the samples to
remove light below 320 nm and also long wavelengths above
400 nm (269 LEE Heat Shield, Lee Filters, Hampshire, UK).
Aliquots were taken over time in triplicate and analyzed for the
compound of interest and FFA as described previously.35
Oxygen-free tests were performed in stoppered test tubes that
were sparged with argon gas for 15 min prior to irradiation. To
test for the impact of superoxide radical anion, 75 units mL−1
superoxide dismutase was added to the reaction mixture
(diclofenac only).
For the test with model sensitizer, DOM was replaced by
0.77 μM perinaphthenone, and the light exposure was reduced
because kinetics proceeded faster due to higher triplet and 1O2
steady state-concentrations (2 UVA bulbs). For diclofenac, an
additional test was performed with model sensitizer and an
antioxidant, 10 μM caﬀeic acid, present in the same vessel.
Data Analysis. The observed decay rate constants, kobs,
were obtained by normalizing the concentration over the time
course of the experiments to the respective initial concentration (Ct/C0), which were plotted in the log-normalized
form, ln(Ct/C0) versus exposure time and ﬁtted by a pseudoﬁrst-order linear regression model where the slope represents
kobs. The KSIEobs was calculated as the ratio of kobs in D2O over
kobs in H2O.
When the aqueous solvent is enriched with D2O, the KSIEobs
can be a result of the superposition of multiple isotope eﬀects
from several processes. To evaluate the eﬀect of other reaction
pathways to the KSIEobs, we determined the contribution of
1
O2 separately as KSIE1O2 and compared this to the overall
KSIEobs. The KSIE1O2 for a compound of interest (i) depends
on the fraction of the overall observed decay that results from
reaction with 1O2, f i,1O2:
KSIEi,1O2 = KSIE FFA,1O2 ·fi,1O2

fi,1O2 =

k r1O2 × [1O2 ]ss
kobs

(2)

with the second-order reaction rate constant of the compound
with 1O2, kr1O2 (M−1 s−1), the steady-state 1O2 concentration,
[1O2]ss (M), and the overall observed decay rate constant, kobs
(s−1). The values of kr1O2 for diarylamines were previously
determined to range from 1.3 to 2.8 × 107 M−1 s−1.35 These
second-order reaction rate constants should not experience a
KSIE assuming that any H/D exchange in the molecule, e.g., at
the amine functional group, is not aﬀecting the reaction
kinetics with 1O2.14 The values for [1O2]ss were assessed by the
kinetics of the probe molecule FFA assuming that f i,1O2 = 1 for
FFA according to
[1O2 ]ss =

kobs,FFA
1O2
k r,FFA

(3)

with kr1O2 of FFA determined as described previously.14,35
The observed decay rate constant, kobs, is equal to the sum of
the individual pseudo-ﬁrst-order decay processes
kobs = k r1O2[1O2 ]ss + kdirect + kother

(4)

with kdirect as the apparent ﬁrst-order rate constant for direct
photodecay, and kother as the observed decay rate constant by
any other processes in addition to the contribution from 1O2.
The contribution of direct photodegradation (kdirect) to
KSIEobs was assessed with additional photodegradation tests
in the absence of sensitizer. The contribution of kother to
KSIEobs was then calculated according to eq 4 from observed
decay rate constants of the fenamates and diclofenac, kobs.
Mechanistically kother includes the reactions with triplet
sensitizers and antioxidants or other reductants as detailed in
the SI (Text S1).
Transient Absorption Spectroscopy Experiments.
Transient absorption spectroscopy was carried out using a
pump−probe system (EOS, Ultrafast Systems, Sarasota, USA)
with pump pulses produced by a regeneratively ampliﬁed
Ti:sapphire laser (output of 3.5 W at 795 nm, 1 kHz Solstice,
Newport Spectra-Physics, Irvine, USA) and subsequent
conversion to the desired wavelength using a TOPAS Optical
Parametric Ampliﬁer (Light Conversion, Vilnius, Lithuania) as
previously described.35 Excitation wavelengths for perinaphthenone, lumichrome, and 3-methoxyacetophenone were 370,
400, and 320 nm, respectively.
For triplet lifetime measurements, perinaphthenone, lumichrome, and 3-methoxyacetophenone (3-MAP) were tested as
model sensitizers with no exchangeable protons, amine proton
exchange, and enol tautomer proton exchange, respectively.
Preliminary experiments to verify H/D exchange and required
incubation times in D2 O were performed with mass
spectrometry for lumichrome and 1H NMR and 13C {1H}
NMR for 3-MAP (details in Text S2 and Figures S1−S6).
To assess the triplet lifetimes, solutions were prepared with
100 μM triplet sensitizer in 50% dry acetonitrile and 50% H2O
or D2O at pH/pD 8 (phosphate buﬀer) and pH/pD 13.6 for 3MAP only. Samples were sparged for 4 min prior to and during
the measurement with either synthetic air or argon. The
transient absorbance of the triplet signals was followed at 490,
393, and 550 nm for perinaphthenone, lumichrome, and 3MAP, respectively. The native triplet lifetimes were calculated
by ﬁtting the exponential decay of the respective delta
absorption signals, ΔA.

(1)

The KSIE1O2 of FFA, KSIEFFA,1O2, presents the maximum
value with f i,1O2 = 1. Values of f i,1O2 can be determined as
9910
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Figure 2. Degradation kinetics during UVA irradiation with dissolved organic matter (DOM) as the triplet sensitizer (10 mgC L−1 Suwannee River
Fulvic Acid, SRFA) in buﬀered aqueous solution (black circles) and enriched with D2O (red squares) for furfuryl alcohol (panel A) and diclofenac
(panel B). Panel C shows the degradation of diclofenac in DOM, under argon sparged conditions (anoxic). Respective mole fraction of D2O (χ)
and pseudo-ﬁrst-order rate constants (kobs, simpliﬁed to k, (s−1) in the ﬁgure) are presented. The KSIEobs as the ratios of pseudo-ﬁrst-order rate
constants, kD2O/kH2O, are presented for experiments with model triplet sensitizer perinaphthenone (sens, 0.77 μM) and with DOM (SRFA, panel
D). For diclofenac, additional experimental data with model sensitizer and the model antioxidant, caﬀeic acid (10 μM), is shown (sens + antiox.).
The mole fraction of D2O in solutions ranged from 0.81 to 0.94 (for data in panel D). Error bars represent one standard deviation.

Time-Resolved Infrared Luminescence Experiments.
The tests to monitor 1O2 phosphorescence were performed as
previously described14,35 with a regeneratively ampliﬁed laser
(Solstice, Spectra-Physics, Darmstadt, Germany) which has a
pulse width <100 fs, 1 kHz repetition rate. Excitation pulses
were converted with a TOPAS optical parametric ampliﬁer
(Light Conversion, Vilnius, Lithuania) to the desired wavelength of 370 nm. The samples were prepared in triplicate and
contained 100 μM riboﬂavin in varying compositions of D2O
(Table S2). The 1O2 phosphorescence was monitored 90° to
the excitation, and the photons emitted passed through a 1270
± 5 nm bandpass ﬁlter, before being detected with a near-IR
PMT (Hamamatsu, model H10330−45). Samples were
sparged with O2 for 4 min before and during the experiment.
The 1O2 signal was ﬁt to an exponential decay function to
determine the lifetime under each condition. Singlet oxygen
lifetime was independent of laser pulse energy (Figure S8).

Triplet reactivity was determined by adding increasing
concentrations (50−1250 μM) of mefenamic acid to 100 μM
lumichrome. The second-order reaction rate constant (kr3sens*
in M−1 s−1) was assessed as the slope of lumichrome triplet
* in s−1, the inverse of its lifetime)
decay rate constants (k3sens
d
versus mefenamic acid concentration in a Stern−Volmer plot.
Here, lumichrome was chosen as a triplet sensitizer instead of
perinaphthenone because its transient triplet signal was more
resolved, free of overlapping signals. The triplet intensity (ΔA)
of perinaphthenone and lumichrome showed a linear response
with laser power from 1 to 3 μJ and 1−4 μJ, respectively
(Figure S7).
Quenching of the radical intermediate was determined using
100 μM lumichrome, 400 μM mefenamic acid to generate the
radical intermediate, and increasing concentrations of sesamol
(25−400 μM), a natural phenolic compound, serving as a
model antioxidant and quencher for this experiment. Sesamol
is a preferred antioxidant for studying reduction of the radical
intermediates because it has a low BDFE for the phenolic O−
H bond (341.5 kJ/mol)28 to ensure quenching of the radical
and contains only one proton that can exchange with the
solvent, reaching maximum deuteration when dissolved in
D2O. The second-order reaction rate constant of the
mefenamic acid radical intermediate and antioxidant was
derived from the slope of the radical decay rate constants, kd
versus sesamol concentration in a Stern−Volmer plot. All data
analysis of the transient experiments was performed using
Surface Xplorer 4 (Ultrafast Systems, Sarasota, USA) and
Origin Pro 9.0 (Origin Lab Corp. Northampton, MA).

■

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
KSIEobs from CDOM Sensitized Photodecay. Diclofenac
and other diarylamines were selected to investigate evidence of
isotope eﬀects on reaction pathways beyond 1O2. We showed
previously that diarylamines react with triplet state CDOM,
and their indirect photochemistry proceeds through a radical
intermediate that is quenchable by antioxidants.35 The triplet
reactivity makes this group of compounds suitable for
investigating potential KSIEs for a triplet-related reaction
pathway.
9911
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Data in Figure 2 show the pseudo-ﬁrst-order photodecay in
the presence of 10 mgCL−1 SRFA for the 1O2 probe molecule
FFA (panel A) and diclofenac (panel B). The observed
reaction rate constants (kobs, s−1) demonstrate faster decay in
heavy water. Enhanced degradation in D2O was observed also
for the remaining diarylamines (Figure S9). The KSIEobs values
are presented for exposure to model sensitizer (sens, 0.77 μM
perinaphthenone) and organic matter sensitizer (DOM, 10
mgCL−1 SRFA, panel D). For all compounds, photodegradation was enhanced in D2O, as all KSIEobs values were
larger than 1. This degradation rate enhancement upon D2Oenrichment would traditionally be regarded as evidence that
the compound of interest reacts with 1O2. Although most
diarylamines show moderate reactivity toward 1O2 (kr1O2 =
1.3−2.8 × 107 M−1 s−1), diclofenac is known to be unreactive
with 1O2.35 In accordance, only diclofenac showed negligible
rate enhancement in D2O in the presence of the model
sensitizer as a source for 1O2, (sens: kD2O/kH2O = 1.12 ± 0.14).
However, a signiﬁcant enhancement in D2O was observed for
diclofenac in the presence of CDOM (KSIEobs = 1.73 ± 0.09, t
test, p < 0.05). Contrary to the system with model sensitizer,
the CDOM also contains antioxidant moieties that are redox
active.36 When a model antioxidant was added to the
experiment with model sensitizer, the decay for diclofenac
was also accelerated in D2O (Figure 2D: sens + antiox, KSIEobs
= 1.28 ± 0.09, t test, p < 0.05). To provide additional evidence
that enhanced degradation in D2O was not due to reaction
with 1O2, a DOM-sensitized test was performed for diclofenac
under argon saturated conditions (anoxic, panel C), and the
degradation was still enhanced in the D2O enriched solution.
For all fenamates, the KSIEobs was larger in the presence of
CDOM as compared to the model sensitizer. These
observations of a potential non-1O2-related KSIE in the
presence of CDOM led to a detailed investigation to assess
whether direct photodecay, reaction with triplet sensitizers, or
the reaction of radical intermediates with reducing agents (i.e.,
antioxidants) was responsible.
The fact that the KSIEobs was larger in the presence of
DOM, compared to the model sensitizer for all compounds,
suggests that an additional reaction pathway other than 1O2
contributed to the rate enhancement in D2O. We ﬁrst
determined the contribution of the reaction with 1O2 for
each experiment with CDOM to then evaluate the magnitude
of the additional KSIE.
Contribution of 1O2 Pathway to KSIEobs. The dependency of 1O2 lifetime on the amount of D2O present needs to be
considered when disentangling the diﬀerent reaction pathways
contributing to the overall KSIEobs in steady-state experiments.
While 1O2 lifetime, τ, has a well-known dependency on the
solvent composition, some inconstancies exist in the literature
regarding the exact lifetimes.21,42 We assessed the KSIE on the
1
O2 lifetime by varying the fraction of D2O from 0.0 to 1.0 and
measuring decay of the 1O2 luminescence signal using state-ofthe-art time-resolved infrared luminescence spectroscopy. Data
in Figure 3 show the relationship between the lifetime of 1O2,
KSIE1O2 (τχD2O/τH2O) and the D2O:H2O solvent composition,
χ D2O (see tabulated data in Table S2; Figure S10). The
lifetimes in 100% H2O and 100% D2O were 3.56 and 63.68 μs
(solvent deactivation rates: kd1O2 = 2.81 ± 0.07 × 105 s−1 and
1.57 ± 0.02 × 104 s−1) respectively. The KSIE1O2 is high, with
a maximum enhancement by a factor of 17.9 from 100% H2O
to 100% D2O. Consequently, the KSIE1O2 is very sensitive to
the exact fraction of D2O in experimental solutions. These

Figure 3. Kinetic solvent isotope eﬀect, KSIE, as the ratio of singlet
oxygen, 1O2, lifetimes in heavy over light water, τχD2O/τH2O, in relation
to the fraction of D2O in solution (χ D2O). Data follows an inverse
relationship: KSIE = [−0.942·(χ D2O) + 0.988]−1 as determined by
time-resolved infrared luminescence spectroscopy with detection at
1270 nm. The shaded area under the curve indicates the range of D2O
(mole fraction, χ) determined in the presented experiments using
DOM as the triplet sensitizer (data in Figure 2). The inset shows, for
a ﬁxed χ D2O of 0.90, how the estimated KSIE1O2 decreases with the
fraction of singlet oxygen-based decay of compound of interest
(f i,1O2) and when no other reaction contributes to the observed
KSIEobs.

values are in general agreement with the literature values
compiled by Wilkinson et al. in the review of 1O2 lifetimes and
decay rate constants in a multitude of solvents, ranging from
44−70 μs in D2O (kd1O2 = 1.4−2.3 × 104 s−1) and 3.1−4.2 μs
in H2O (kd1O2 = 2.4−3.2 × 105 s−1).21,42
The inﬂuence of 1O2 on KSIEobs depends on the fraction of
D2O present and contribution of 1O2 to the overall degradation
(f i,1O2). Therefore, the fractions of D2O were assessed with the
KSIEobs determined for FFA for which f i,1O2 = 1 and its decay
kinetics are directly proportional to the 1O2 lifetime, which in
turn is a function of the concentration of D2O (details see
Davis et al. 2017, Text S2).35 In the steady-state experiments
with DOM, the fraction of D2O ranged from 0.81 to 0.94
(Table S1, shaded area at x-axis in Figure 3). These D2O
compositions result in maximum KSIE1O2 values ranging from
4.4 to 10 for compounds exclusively reacting with 1O2, like
FFA (shaded bar at y-axis in Figure 3). Second, f i,1O2 was
assessed for each fenamate and diclofenac according to eq 2.
The reactions with 1O2 contributed up to 19% for mefenamic
acid and 8−16% for the other diarylamines to the overall
decay, while no 1O2 contribution was observed for diclofenac
(f i,1O2 = 0.0). The insert in Figure 3 illustrates how the
KSIE1O2 can vary for compounds with a diﬀerent f i,1O2 shown
for a ﬁxed χ D2O of 0.90. The low f i,1O2 values (<0.2) for
diarylamines explain why relatively low KSIE1O2 values can be
expected from the reaction with 1O2 alone.
Contribution of Non-1O2 Pathways to KSIEobs. The
overall observed degradation rate is the superposition of
degradation resulting from several diﬀerent pathways. To
assess potential contribution of other reaction pathways to the
KSIEobs, the estimated KSIE1O2 values were subtracted from
the KSIEobs values determined experimentally (data in Figure
2D). For most compounds, a signiﬁcant contribution of a
non-1O2 related KSIE was evident.
9912
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KSIE from Reduction Reaction of Radical Intermediates. To investigate eﬀect of reductants toward the KSIEobs,
we ﬁrst investigated the isotope eﬀect associated with a
phenolic antioxidant, representative of phenolic DOM
moieties. Additionally, we evaluated the role of superoxide as
a reductant.
Radical intermediates of mefenamic acid were generated
from the reaction with triplet excited lumichrome, 3LC*.
Mefenamic radical decay was monitored in the presence of a
phenolic antioxidant, sesamol, in 100% H2O and 100% D2O by
time-resolved transient absorption spectroscopy. Data in
Figure 5 show increasing decay rate constants of the

Data in Figure 4 show the KSIEobs values measured in the
presence of DOM (10 mgCL−1 SRFA) with the relative

Figure 4. Kinetic solvent isotope eﬀect, KSIE, as the ratio of pseudoﬁrst-order degradation rate constants, in heavy over light water, kD2O/
kH2O. The black dashed horizontal line represents the threshold where
no enhancement in D2O is observed (kD2O/kH2O = 1.0). The portion
above 1.0 is broken down into contributing degradation pathways.
White bars show the contribution from reaction with singlet oxygen,
1
O2, ranging from 0 to 92%. The dark gray bar shows the contribution
from direct photodegradation, only applying to ﬂufenamic acid (Flu,
31%). Light gray bars show the contribution from other reaction
pathways, ranging from 8 to 100%. Error bars represent one standard
deviation.

contribution of 1O2 and other degradation pathways (stacked
bars above KSIE = 1). The KSIEobs values ranged from 1.7 to
2.4 but could only partially be attributed to the reaction with
1
O2. The contribution of “other” processes to KSIEobs was
highest for diclofenac (100%), which does not react with 1O2
and ranged from 56 to 65% for mefenamic acid, ﬂufenamic
acid, and tolfenamic acid. The overall KSIEobs for meclofenamic acid was 1.8, of which 92% can be attributed to the
reaction with 1O2 and only a minor contribution coming from
other processes (8%). This observation is supported by our
previous ﬁnding, that, among these fenamates, meclofenamic
acid has the greatest bimolecular reaction rate constant with
1
O2 (2.8 × 107 M−1 s−1) and also exhibited the slowest
bimolecular reaction rate constants with the model antioxidant
ascorbic acid (3.3 × 107 M−1 s−1). Direct photochemical
degradation contributed to the KSIEobs only for ﬂufenamic acid
(Figure S11). Contrary to the other diarylamines studied,
ﬂufenamic acid is known to undergo direct photochemical
transformation under experimental conditions (i.e., irradiance
with 365 nm) by photohydrolysis of the triﬂuoromethyl
group,43 which evidently proceeds faster in D2O. The rate of
direct photodegradation is dependent on the rate of light
absorbance by the compound of interest and the quantum
yield for a transformation reaction. If one of these parameters
changes in D2O-enriched solution, direct phototransformation
may contribute an additional KSIE. Absorbance spectra for all
compounds can be found in the SI (Figures S12 and S13). The
mechanistic investigation of a KSIE from direct photochemical
transformation pathways is compound speciﬁc and therefore
beyond the scope of this work.
In the following we demonstrate that the additional
degradation enhancement in D2O can most likely be attributed
to the reduction of radical intermediates rather than the
reaction with the triplet sensitizer (i.e., eﬀect on triplet lifetime
or reactivity).

Figure 5. Stern−Volmer plot of the decay rate constant of the
mefenamic acid (Mef) radical signal in the presence of varying
concentrations of sesamol (antioxidant) in light water (H2O, black
open circles) and in heavy water (D2O, red ﬁlled squares). Shown are
the second-order reaction rate constants, krantiox, determined from
linear regression and the p-value (t test). Error bars represent one
standard deviation.

mefenamic acid radical intermediate with increasing concentrations sesamol. The second-order reaction rate constants,
krantiox, were assessed in H2O and D2O by linear regression.
The experimental KSIE (kH2O/kD2O) was 1.39 ± 0.23,
consequently, the reactivity of the radical intermediate with
the antioxidant was slightly slower in D2O (t test, p = 0.063).
Sesamol has a relatively low BDFE, making it a strong
antioxidant, leading to fast PCET. Previous studies investigating (PC)ETs reported lower isotope eﬀects for compounds
with higher reaction rate constants.28,44 Reported isotope
eﬀects for the oxidation of phenol with humic and fulvic acids
and triplet sensitizer, benzophenone were within a similar
range (0.7−1.7).26
While the absolute KSIE from the reaction of radical
intermediates with antioxidants is relatively small, it was the
only process in the hypothesized reactions scheme (Figure 1)
that demonstrated a KSIE. The reduction of the radical
intermediate back to the parent compound can only contribute
signiﬁcantly to the KSIEobs when this pathway is kinetically
favorable. Consequently, the relative contribution of the
antioxidant pathways is assumed to be high under the
presented conditions. No KSIE was observed regarding the
triplet lifetime and reactivity with model triplet sensitizers as
detailed below.
Superoxide radical anions (O2•−) are formed from electron
transfer reactions from sensitizers to molecular oxygen and can
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lifetime of 1O2. Compounds that are oxidized by triplet excited
molecules and transition through a radical intermediate are
likely to exhibit an additional KSIE as demonstrated for
diclofenac and diarylamines. Here, the additional KSIE is
attributed to the reduction reaction of the radical intermediates
with suitable antioxidant by a (PC)ET reaction. The likelihood
that these reactions occur during environmental photochemistry is high, as oxidizing moieties in natural CDOM
can act as the sensitizer and phenolic moieties in DOM can act
as the antioxidant. While the absolute KSIE may be relatively
small, we demonstrate that the process can contribute
signiﬁcantly to the overall KSIEobs when a repairable reaction
with triplets is a dominant decay pathway. Comparing
observed decay rate constants in D2O and H2O to determine
second-order reaction rate constants with 1O2 should only be
used when one of the following criteria are fulﬁlled: (a)
degradation does not proceed through a reducible radical
intermediate, or (b) there are no reducing agents present in
the solution. One should also include controls to determine
potential eﬀects of other pathways, e.g., direct photodegradation, toward the KSIEobs.

not only act as oxidants (e.g., toward diphenols) or
nucleophiles (e.g., toward typical SN2 substrates) but also as
one-electron reducing agents in aprotic solutions toward
organic compounds. 45 Here, O2•− did not contribute
signiﬁcantly to the overall photodegradation. The reaction
kinetics of diclofenac in H2O showed no change when O2•−
was quenched by superoxide dismutase (SOD), an enzyme
that catalyzes the dismutation of O2•− to molecular oxygen and
hydrogen peroxide (Figures S14 and S15). However, an
increased degradation was observed in the presence of SOD in
90% D2O (k(withSOD)/k(withoutSOD) = 1.63 ± 0.23, t test,
p < 0.05). We hypothesize that O2•− could also be formed
through the reduction of 1O2, in which case more would be
produced under D2O enriched conditions. Further tests to
quantify the steady-state concentration O2•− would be needed
to evaluate this hypothesis.
No KSIE on Triplet Lifetimes and Reactivity. Three
model triplet sensitizers were selected to investigate a potential
KSIE on triplet lifetimes, τ. Lumichrome was selected as a
model sensitizer for its potential H/D exchange at the amino
protons and 3′-methoxyacetophenone for its potential keto−
enol tautomerization chemistry (Figure S16). Perinaphthenone
was selected as a model aromatic ketone with no exchangeable
protons (negative control). First, 1H NMR and 13C{1H}NMR
spectroscopy were performed for 3-MAP to conﬁrm the
exchange of deuterium from the solvent (see Figures S1−S4).
The incorporation of deuterium into the 3-MAP was basecatalyzed, and full incorporation only took place under highly
basic conditions (pD = 13.6). High-resolution mass spectrometry was used to conﬁrm the H/D exchange for lumichrome by
the expected mass shift (see Figures S5 and S6). No KSIE on
the triplet lifetimes was observed under ambient (air-sparged)
conditions (Figure S16, τD2O/τH2O = 1.04 ± 0.03, 1.09 ± 0.16,
1.04 ± 0.03, and 1.02 ± 0.03 for lumichrome, 3-MAP pH/D =
8.0, 3-MAP pH/pD = 13.6, and perinaphthenone, respectively). A signiﬁcant lifetime enhancement in D2O was only
observed for 3-MAP under argon-sparged conditions, at basic
pH/pD (τD2O/τH2O = 2.35 ± 0.20). KSIE = 1.06 ± 0.03, 1.07
± 0.15, 1.14 ± 0.04 for lumichrome, 3-MAP (pH/pD = 8.0)
and perinaphthenone, under argon-sparged conditions, respectively.
The reactivity of excited state triplets was investigated as
another potential source of a non-1O2 KSIE. Therefore, the
second-order reaction rate constant, kr3sens*, between excited
state lumichrome, 3LC*, and mefenamic acid was determined
by monitoring the decay rate constant of 3LC* in the presence
of increasing concentrations of mefenamic acid as a quencher.
No signiﬁcant change in kr3sens* was observed from 5.25 ± 0.27
M−1 s−1 in H2O to 4.66 ± 0.21 M−1 s−1 in D2O (t test, p =
0.09, Figure S17). Consequently, the non-1O2 KSIE for
photodecay of diarylamines and diclofenac is neither related
to a change in triplet sensitizer lifetime nor its reactivity but is
ascribed to the decelerated repair of the radical intermediates
by antioxidant moieties in DOM.
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